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DETECTION OF URANIUM ENRICHMENT AcrIVITIF_
USING ENVIRONMENTAL MONI'I_RING TECHNIQUES*

W. L. Belew, J. A. carter, D. H. Smith, and R. L Walker
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.t

Oak Ridge, Tennessee, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Uranium enrichment processes have the capability of producing weapons-grade material in

the form of highly enriched uranium. Thus, detection of undeclared uranium enrichment activities
is an international safeguards concern. The uranium separation technologies currently in use employ

UF6gas as a separation medium, and trace quantities of enriched uranium are inevitably released to
the environment from these facilities. The isotopic content of uranium in the vegetation, soil, and

water near the plant site will be altered by these releases and can provide a signature for detecting
the presence of enriched uranium activities. This paper discusses environmental sampling and
analytical procedures that have been used for the detection of uranium enrichment facilities and

possible safeguards applications of these techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Uranium enrichment processes used for production of low-enriched uranium (LEU) for
commercial uses can also be capable of producing direct-use nuclear weapons grade material in the
form of highly enriched uranium (HEU). Thus,, the verification of the absence of HEu at declared

enrichment plant sites is an important international safeguards goal. The International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) currently implements safeguards inspection procedures at uranium

enrichment facilities that use gas centrifuge and advanced vortex tube separation technologies. These
safeguards inspections are based on the traditional approach of material balance verification,

containment, and surveillance monitoring, supplemented by techniques for detection of HEU
production. Recent activities have resulted in increased interest in implementing international
safeguards techniques for detection of undeclared uranium enrichment facilities in countries with full-

scope safeguards. Activities involving enriched uranium can leave unique signatures in the

environment that may be detectable in samples of soil, vegetation, or water by use of sensitive
analytical techniques. This paper discusses signatures from uranium enrichment facilities inclusive

of U.S. experience and possible safeguards applications of these analytical techniques.

*The submitted manuscript has been authored by a contractor of the U.S. Government under contract DE-AC05-
84OR21400. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a paid.up, nonexclusive, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish
or reproduce the published lbrm of this contribution, prepare derivative works, distribute copies to the public, and perform
publicly and display publicly, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.

"l-Managingcontractor for the U.S. Department of Energy.
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URANIUM ENRICHMENT TECHNOLOGY AND SAFEGUARDS APPROACHES

The concentration of the 235Uisotope in natural uranium can be increased by several different

isotope separation technologies. The technologies which have been used in large-scale facilities and
in pilot plant operations or research and development efforts are listed in Table 1. Other

technologies, such as plasma and thermal diffusion, are of theoretical interest.

Table 1. Uranium enrichment processes in commercial use
or the subject of research and development activities

• Electromagnetic isotope separation (EMIS)

• Gaseous diffusion

• Gas centrifuge

• Jet nozzle/vortex tube

• Molecular laser isotope separation (MLIS)

• Atomic vapor laser isotope separation (AVLIS)

• Chemical exchange (CHEMEX)

• Ion exchange

-_ To date three of these technologies-electromagnetic isotope separation, gaseous diffusion,
- and gas centrifuge-have been used to produce HEU in large quantities for use in nuclear weapons.

._ The EMIS process was used to produce the first HEU in the United States. Until the discoveries
in Iraq, the EMIS process was considered only of historical interest from a proliferation viewpoint.

z

_ Ali large-scale uranium enrichment facilities currently in operation are based on gaseous diffusion or
gas centrifuge separation technology. However, HEU production in quantities sufficient to fabricate

- a nuclear weapon could conceivably be carried out in small-scale facilities using any one of the
technologies listed in Table 1. Pilot plant enrichment facilities have operated, with varying degrees

-_ of success, using the jet nozzle, MLIS, AVLIS, CHEMEX, and ion exchange technologies. Therefore,
for purposes of this paper, detection of undeclared enrichment facilities using any of these

_ technologies is considered a safeguards objective. Production of HEU by declared low-enrichment

- gas centrifuge facilities has been a primary safeguards concern: international safeguards approaches
__ have been defined and are being applied to these facilities. The safeguards approaches being

implemented are intended to detect diversion of LEU, which could be used as feed for undeclared

facilities or unauthorized production of HEU in declared facilities. A primary technique under

_ consideration for detection of undeclared enriched uranium facilities is environmental monitoring
- using other-than-natural uranium as the detection signature.
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EFFLUENTS FROM URANIUM ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

AND PATHWAYS TO THE ENVIRONMENT

In general, environmental monitoring of uranium effluents from uranium enrichment and
uranium processing facilities has not been as high a priority as that for reprocessing facilities and
reactors. The health and safety hazards associated with uranium are not as serious as those associated

with fission products and highly radioactive materials from reactors or nuclear fuel reprocessing
facilities. Uranium is present in the environment as a trace element. The low levels of uranium that

are typically contained in normal effluents from uranium enrichment facilities do not significantly alter
the concentration of uranium in the environment and, therefore, do not present a major

environmental concern. Consequently, few technical publications exist on the subject of detection

possibilities using the sensitive analytical techniques for enriched uranium signatures.
The current large-scale uranium enrichment facilities use gaseous diffusion or the gas

centrifuge as the separation technology. These facilities use uranium hexafluoride (UF6) gas in the
separation process. The purge and light gases released from these facilities have passed through a
series of cold traps and chemical traps before being released to the atmosphere. These traps
minimize the uranium-bearing material that is released to the environment. However, some small

fraction of the UF 6 inevitably escapes in the gas phase and reacts immediately with water upon

release to the atmosphere to form uranyl fluoride (UO2F2). The UO2F 2 coalesces around dust
particles in the air. The particles grow larger with time and eventually fall to earth in the vicinity of
the enrichment facility. The released uranium can blend with natural uranium in the envk'onment,

altering the isotopic content found in the sample and leaving a unique signature of the presence of

activities involving enriched uranium. This isotopically altered uranium can be detected in samples
of soil, vegetation, or water using sensitive analytical techniques.

Facilities using the vortex tube or jet nozzle separation technology also use gaseous UF 6 as
a separation medium, and releases to the environment would be similar to those from gaseous

diffusion and gas centrifuge facilities. Other separation technologies that do not use gaseous UF6
as a process medium may have different release materials and pathways to the environment. Facilities

using the electromagnetic enrichment technology would typically use uranium tetrachloride (UCI4)
as a source of uranium. This compound is volatile (melting point 690*C) and reacts with water on

exposure to the air. Thus, some release of uranium-bearing compounds into the air, either as gas-

phase molecules or fine particles, would be expected. Uranium isotopic separation processes based
on ion exchange, chemical exchange, or laser excitation techniques would be expected to release

different forms of uranium through the ventilation and wastewater effluents from the facility.
Information on the environmental signature of these processes can best be addressed by states having

operating pilot facilities using these technologies.



Regardless of the chemical form reaching the environment, the presence of isotoplcally

altered uranium in a state with no declared uranium enrichment or enriched uranium processing
facilities would provide unambiguous rationale for "special inspections" or other steps by the IAEA
to resolve the inconsistency.

ENVIRO_AL SAMPLING TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION
OF ENRICttED URANIUM PROCE,SSING A_

The effect of the natural uranium background in the environment must be considered in the

selection of sample media, sampling sites, and analysis techniques and in the interpretation of the

results. Environmental samples taken from streams and vegetation always contain natural uranium.
Typical concentrations of natural uranium in the environment are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Typical concentrations of natural
uranium in the environment

• Soil > 1 ppms.

• Vegetation 10 to 100 ppb
-

• Inland lake 0.3 ppb

The natural uranium concentration in the environment will vary from sample to sample, and
identifying increases in uranium concentration due to uranium processing is difficult unless it

significantly exceeds the normal variations in the background. The isotopic content of natural
uranium is constant at values of 0.72% for 23SUand 0.0055% for 2"UU,and any change from these

- values can easily be detected by sensitive isotopic analysis techniques. Thus, while increases in

uranium concentration in an environmental sample could indicate that uranium processing activities
_: have been or are occurring, it does not prove that a sensitive activity is present. However, variation

- of the isotopic ratios from their natural abundances is unequivocal evidence that enriched uranium
processing activities have been or are being carried out in the vicinity.

Simple bulk sampling of vegetation, water, or soil, followed by isotopic analysis of the uranium

present, has been used to detect the presence of enriched uranium processing activities. The sampling
techniques used and some advantages are described below.

Vegetation Samples. Samples of vegetation, if available, have the following advantages:

- (1) the background uranium concentration found in vegetation is typically lower than that in soil or
water samples, (2) bulk samples are easily collected with minimum equipment, and (3) uranium-
containing particles collect on the surfaces of vegetation over a period of time, which increases the

probability of detection. Evergreen foliage, for example, serves as a good sample source. Evergreen

needles typically have life cycles of 2 to 3 years and tend to integrate particles from the atmosphere

- which fall to earth over an extended period of time. In the absence of evergreen growth in a given
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area of interest, virtually any vegetation sample will suffice. Vegetation samples can be collected in

polyethylene bags, which are sealed with tape and placed in plastic or cardboard containers. This

procedure provides a double barrier against external contamination. The amount of vegetation
collected is not critical; approximately 10 g is required per analysis.

Water Samples. A grab sample of about 100 mL of water is sufficient for analysis. The
sample should be stored in a water-tight container. The sample is usually acidified with nitric acid

to keep metallic elements, including uranium, in solution.
Soil Samples. Small samples of soil within the top 1 cm can be taken in plastic vials and

sealed with tape to prevent contamination.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

Accurate measurements of the isotopic abundances of 234U,235U,and 23SUare necessary.

These measurements are typically performed using thermal ionization mass spectrometry with pulse-
counting capabilities that permit analysis of nanogram-size samples. Any change in mU or 23SU

abundance is unequivocal evidence that man-altered uranium is present. The presence of 2a_Uwould,
of course, indicate that the uranium in the sample had been exposed to a neutron flux. Separation
of uranium from other elements in the sample is necessary before analysis begins, and a "clean room"

environment is usually necessary for sample preparation. Samples of vegetation are dried, ashed,
dissolved, and the uranium separated by solvent extraction techniques. Soil samples are prepared by

dissolution of the sample and purification of the uranium with techniques similar to those used for
vegetation samples. The purified uranium is usually transferred to the mass spectrometer filament

using a resin bead to concentrate the solution in the center of the filament and to take advantage

of its superior ion emission characteristics.

RESULTS FROM ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES TAKEN NEAR

A LARGE GASEOUS DIFFUSION URANIUM ENRICHMENT FACILITY

A study was conducted over a period of several years to determine the extent of enriched
uranium in the environment in the vicinity of a large-capacity gaseous diffusion uranium enrichment

facility. A summary of the results from this study is presented below. Approximately 190 samples

were analyzed over a period of several years.
Samples of water, soil, and vegetation were taken and analyzed using analytical techniques

having sensitivities several orders of magnitude higher than those needed for environmental
monitoring. The samples were taken from several areas at defined distances from the plant site. The

primary sample source was evergreen foliage from pine trees in the area. The results from
approximately 120 pine needle samples are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Typical pine needle sample results

: Isotopic abundance (at. %)

Distance

from plant site 234U 235U 236U
(arbitrary

unit)

1 0.033 3.952 0.0080

2 0.016 1.756 0.0071

4 0.0091 1.184 0.0040

8 0.0072 0.913 0.0018

12 0.0060 0.775 0.0038

16 0.0054 0.743 0.0014 '

Samples were taken at defined distances from the plant site until the uranium isotopic
abundances in the samples were not significantly different from that of natural uranium. The results
indicate that uranium enrichment activities can be detected at some distance from the plant site. The

distance in Table 3 is given in arbitrary units. The actual distance of detection would be dependent

on many factors (e.g., uranium release rates, processing capacity, and weather conditions) and would
be different for other facilities and site conditions. The isotopic results do indicate, without doubt,

that enriched uranium activities can be detected by analysis of bulk samples taken some distance from

the plant site.
Results for water samples are shown in Table 4. The upstream and downstreana, samples were

taken from a large fiver which flows by the site. Enriched uranium processing activities could be

dc ;ected in both the upstream and downstream samples.

Table 4. Water samples outside plant property

Isotopic abundance (at. %)

Distance

Sample from plant site 234U 235U 236U
location (arbitrary

unit)

Upstream 2 0.0062 0.730 0.0003

Downstream 12 0.0070 0.868 0.0009
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The results presented above represent what may be typical of a large gaseous diffusion
uranium enrichment facility which has been in operation for a number of years. A smaller facility

with similar operations would probably release less uranium to the environment. Extrapolation of
the data to a small facility that has been in operation only a short time or to a facility based on a

different technology has not been undertaken.
lnnring this study, standards from the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST-1575 pine needle standards) were analyzed for quality assurance purposes. The uranium
concentration in this standard is certified as 20 ± 4 ppb. The average of 25 analyses of NIST-1575

over a period of several months was 19.1 ± 0.6 ppb. The precision of Z3Su/'_aUratios is about
± 0.5% for this sample size, and the _Su abundance values can be determined to about ± 0.01 at. %
for standard materials containing natural uranium.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Analysesofsamplestakcninthevicinityofa largegaseousdiffusionuraniumcnrichmcnt

facilityforuraniumisotopiccontcnthaveindicatedthatcnrichmcntfaciliticsusinggascousUF6can

bedetectedunambiguouslyoutsidetheplantboundary.At cnrichcduraniumprocessingfacilities,

some enricheduraniumwillinevitablybc rclcascdto theenvironment:the uraniumisotopic

abundanceswillbc altcrcdsufficientlyto bc noticeableusingsensitiveanalyticaltechniques.

Extrapolationofthcscrcsultstoothertypesofuraniumproccssingactivitieswouldbe unreliable.

Additionaldatafromotherfacilitiesareneededtorcachconclusionsconcerningtheprobabilityof

dctcctingsmallfacilitiesproducingorprocessingHEU.

The samplingtechniquesreportedarcsimple,and minimalinspcctionresourceswouldbe

requiredtoimplcmcntancnvironmcntalsamplingprogram.Analysisofthesampleswouldrequire

"clcanroom"facilities,sophisticatedanalyticaltcchniqucs,andhigh-sensitivitymassspectrometersto

achieveoptimumresults.

A workinggroupshouldbc convcncdinvolvingmcmbcr stateswithenrichcduranium

processingfacilitiestoevaluatethepossibilitiesofusingenvironmentalsamplingasan additional

safcguardstoolforusebytheIAEA. The groupcould(I)reviewthedatacurrcntlyavailablefrom

member stateenricheduraniumprocessingfacilitics,(2)determineneedsforadditionaldatafrom

sclcctcdfacilities,(3)coordinatccollectionandanalysisofsamplesforadditionaldataifrequired,and

(4)providetheIAEA withrccommcndationsforactionsconcerningimplementationofcnvironmcntal

samplingtcchniqucsfordctcctionofundeclaredcnrichcduraniumprocessingactivities.
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